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Prism Suite 13.2 is a maintenance release that contains several customer-requested 
enhancements, performance improvements and bug fixes. The changes are described in detail 
below. Customers who have experienced any of these issues are advised to upgrade to Prism 
Suite 13.2 at their earliest convenience. 
 

Customer-Requested Enhancements 

 The NBT Proxy Service is used to ensure that laptops that go off the corporate network can still 

communicate securely with the Prism Server over http or https. In this release, changes were made 

to the Prism client’s behavior when Use Web Proxy configuration is set to Auto. To ensure the client 

won’t get “stuck” using the NBT Proxy even when it is back on the corporate network, the client will 

now regularly attempt to switch back to direct communication.  

 The Prism client’s first-ever contact time with the channel is now available via More Fields on the 

Managed tab and in the Computer Status report. 

 Typing an incorrect password in the channel login dialog no longer forces you to also retype the user 

name when retyping the password. 

 Computers that are in different domains but have the same hostname are now managed and 

displayed correctly in the Console simply by making the AD Folder field visible on the managed tab, 

allowing computers to be distinguished from each other. 

Performance Improvements 

 Report memory management has been improved, resulting in much faster opening times. 

 Switching between the Managed and Configuration Groups tabs is now faster in channels with many 

computers and/or many configuration groups. 

 Very large reports no longer occasionally freeze when the console’s reports are configured to use 

the optional direct-to-SQL setting.  

Bug Fixes 

 MSI tasks that were configured to allow unattended installation or to run as a named account could 

fail with “task file not found.” This has been fixed. 

 In certain circumstances, the Last Poll time for clients with the status of Offline (guessed) was not 

accurate. This has been fixed.  

 Setting Distribution Location credentials no longer overwrites existing credentials with the new 

values. 

 The Last Poll column now sorts correctly as a date/time field.  

 Nessus and other security scanners no longer identify Prismxl service as a possible security threat. 

 


